KleanTop Plastic Modular Belts

The right product for
YOUR operation.
Today’s food consumers’ preferences are constantly
evolving. Ingredients, packaging and portion sizes mean
your operation is constantly adjusting to meet demand.
What remains constant throughout this change is the need
to reduce costs, achieve sustainable operational objectives
and ensure rigorous food safety requirements are met.
With Rexnord, our KleanTop® line of plastic modular belts
are designed specifically for food processing. Our team of
industry experts are here to help you find the right product
for your operation, enabling you to meet internal production
goals and deliver high quality food for your customers.

Plastic Modular Belting
Each belting series in the
KleanTop line offers a set
of unique benefits to the
food processing industry
including reinforced
edges, open hinge for
ease in sanitation and rod
retention designs.
Learn about the belts in
KleanTop line, and scan
the QR codes for more
details on what each
series can offer your
operation.
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390 Series KleanTop

590 Series KleanTop

1010 Series KleanTop

1090 Series KleanTop

Superior transfer capability
ideal for applications with
delicate baked goods, or
any operation requiring
careful handling of fragile
products.

Optimal combination
of ease in cleaning and
transfer capability for
the bakery, snack, fruit,
vegetable, seafood, and
poultry industries.

Sixty percent rod exposure
for maximum sanitation.
Great for applications
in bakery, snack, fruit,
vegetable and protein
processing.

Designed for ease in
cleaning and efficient
maintenance to reduce
downtime in bakery, snack,
fruit, vegetable, seafood
and poultry processing.

Belt Pitch:
0.3 inch / 0.8 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
0.5 inch / 12.7 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
1.0 inch / 25.4 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
1.0 inch / 25.4 millimeter

A Full Suite of Benefits
Each belt in the KleanTop line of plastic modular belts
was designed to give food processors confidence that the
conveyor they install is safe and delivers high performance
in food processing applications. Each product series within
the KleanTop line offers a unique set of benefits for a
variety of food processing applications, including:
• Food-safe materials and colors approved for direct
food contact, and ideal for longevity — even in harsh
applications and frequent sanitation

• Designed to convey optimal loads in application to
maintain throughput levels with minimal product damage
• Optimized rod retention designs that make assembly
and disassembly faster, and keep the rod in place during
conveyance
• Reinforced designs to minimize risk of product
contamination

Focus on Sustainability
Corporate stewardship is a shared endeavor for all of

line performance at required levels. Our team of dedicated

us. Eliminating waste is an important element in any

experts can help you upgrade your conveyors to increase

company’s quest for a more sustainable operation and to

productivity by using state-of-the-art designs and materials

do our part in taking care of our planet. Rexnord’s focus on

for the belts and components.

engineered sustainability means you can partner with us
for products and support that guarantee optimal product

Minimize Water and Chemical Usage

handling while helping you to meet productivity goals and

Sanitation is a critical part of food processing, but it also

minimize water and chemical usage.

means more water and chemicals used to clean systems.
Rexnord focuses on ways to help you reduce the need

Optimize Productivity

for excess water in sanitation through easily-cleaned belt

Reliability and durability of the conveyor belting and

designs, or consultation on designing conveyor systems

components determine total uptime and cost to keep the

that reduce water usage overall.

1200 Series KleanTop

2010 Series KleanTop

5960 Series KleanTop

5990 Series KleanTop

8500 Series KleanTop

Sideflexing belt with
tighter turns and shorter
infeed and outfeed
lengths to optimize your
facility’s floorplan.

Easy-to-clean, durable
and hygienic belting
for general conveying
in all food processing
applications.

Superior performance
in light-duty drainage
and secondary wash
applications in fruit and
vegetable processing.

Strong and durable for
de-watering and extreme
loads found in primary
wash and bulk receiving.

Available in heat- and
oil-resistant material to
endure hot and abrasive
conditions of fryer and
oven discharges.

Belt Pitch:
1.25 inch / 31.75 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
2.0 inch / 50.8 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
1.53 inch / 38.9 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
2.25 inch / 57.15 millimeter

Belt Pitch:
0.75 inch / 19.1 millimeter
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866-REXNORD/866-739-6673 (Within the U.S.)
414-643-2366 (Outside the U.S.)
www.rexnord.com

Why Choose Rexnord?
When it comes to providing highly engineered products that
improve productivity and efficiency for industrial applications
worldwide, Rexnord is the most reliable in the industry.
Commitment to customer satisfaction and superior value
extend across every business function.
Delivering Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
The highest quality products are designed to help
prevent equipment downtime and increase productivity
and dependable operation.

Valuable Expertise
An extensive product offering is accompanied by global sales
specialists, customer service and maintenance support teams,
available anytime.
Solutions to Enhance Ease of Doing Business
Commitment to operational excellence ensures the right
products at the right place at the right time.

Global Expertise
Rexnord’s global team of expert sellers, application engineers, field service
representatives and customer care advocates are your dedicated resources
for finding the best possible solution and ongoing support for your operation
anywhere in the world. Our website, Rexnord.com, contains a robust library
of resources including installation videos, tip sheets catalogs and engineering
manuals, all available 24/7.
See our extensive library of tip sheets, case
studies and industry thought leadership in our
Expert Knowledge Library.

Contact one of our representatives to learn more about
KleanTop, as well as Rexnord’s full offering to the food industry.
North America: 1-866-REXNORD (1-866-739-6673)
Outside North America: +31 174 445111

Rexnord.com
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